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This is Lani presenting this to you and as I invite
you to join me in the Station of Light, you need to
be somewhere comfortable as you are receiving
this, so that your body can relax and your mind can
be open beyond analysis, beyond belief so you can
move into that state of trust and acceptance, and
you can analyse it all later.
Just for now, be present in that greater
consciousness aspect of you that we can refer to as
your light body and be aware that you are with
others gathered in the receiving area of the Station
of Light.
Here we begin today.

In saying this to you, the words will be again
strengthening your alignment to your point of
original existence and this is part of the greater
quantumness of you and it is also that which is
Creation. The emphasis again is on you bringing all
of this creationism into your organism, into your bioorganic unit that you are in your physical
presentation in your current focused dimension of
existence.
“Welcome and I greet you. Orem greeting you in
this moment as I present the energy field you are
surrounded in, in this Station of Light and at this
particular conjunction of many of the dimensional
realities that you can often relate to and interpret as
different aspects of you and your life journey
experiences.
When we say this is the intersection, we indicate to
you that there have been many courses, many life
journeys and changes and opportunities presented
to the Earth planet and the Beings who bring light
and joy into it to experience a particular dynamic
shift in the position. We have spoken about the
planetoid shifting its position particularly in the
range of consciousness fields, or those fields you
refer to as dimensional fields and they have been
numbered or given particular colours to indicate
different fields. We continue to advise you that
there is no definite delineation or definition of these
particular fields. They are all embraced within the
quantum consciousness state of existence.
The differences are apparent due to your focus and
your belief systems and the areas, or particular
beings you follow who indicate certain states of
existence where they are relating to and bringing
energy and information through to you or to other
individuals, through them, for themselves and for
the existence and this is all very relevant to different
aspects of creation.
From the quantum consciousness examination you
understand the different aspects that are present all
around you. So, indeed you are able to address
yourself in a particular way where you would most
resonate with in that quantum dimensional
existence.

We are offering you the opportunity again, as you
are surrounded in this quantum field here, the
energy of clarification of the many aspects, the
many systems, the many coherent intersecting
pathways of you as the physicality unit and you as
this energy dimensional field present here. It is all
one, but we understand where your focus is in your
physicality, it is necessary to integrate all of this into
that unit so that you function in that coherent field
of resonance with the quantum energy.
Now, the quantum consciousness contains
potential, it contains all patterns of existence, so
you are realizing more and more that the control
you have is not over any thing, but it is over your
focused intention into what you are achieving as
you bring in the resonating field of the potential of
your original point of existence. Many times you will
be feeling you are repeating the same aspect, the
same presentation, the same purpose. This is so,
for in the potential in that energy field, your sphere
of existence of your original point of creation, you
had that original purpose and mission. Are you
responding to this again in this presentation? Feel
it all around you.
We refer again to clearance, to clarification, which
includes your realisations on many of the situations
you are in, of what the outer world reflects to you,
which is part of the ongoing assistance within you
and around you.
We also understand in this present moment the
programs that have been part of your concepts and
the programs also have been built upon from
civilisations’ programs and how many of the Beings
who wanted to control people installed specific

programs in the way current people think, in the
thought patterns that exist and these had been
compromised by programs that many times could
have over-written your original programming or the
set of codes and your purpose and mission. So, all
of our sessions with you have been helping you to
step aside from that layer of alternate programming
and that is part of the clearance presented to you,
so that you restore again to every aspect of you the
original purpose and mission and the codes
contained in that energy that you brought forth from
that time.
So, we perhaps have given you more
understanding of what that concept and the sphere
of energy that you brought in around you contained
for you, as part of the clearance and the upgrade.
The upgraded blueprint for your energy systems is
part of this restoration of the original codes for you.
You will be seeing this manifesting around the
countries as different high ranking officials begin to
speak about the true realities of such controlling
programs that have been put in place and you now
are being presented with, you might say, unusual
perceptions from some of the people who have a
controlling voice, an outspoken voice. Again you
will find that this will be filtered so you need to
restore back to you your original perceptions and
your senses which allow you to interpret what is
really said and how what is being said, the intention
is to reveal to you that programming, so again it is
a clearance happening around the planet. This
must occur as part of the shift into the greater
expanded consciousness field, as Earth was
intended to be existing as.
So, here you are, realizing the effect you are having
within the world, simply because you have become
clear of implanted programs of civilization and you
have restored to you the original codes of your
mission as your quantum galactic self. You have
brought this into many fields of civilisations, so you
may experience yourself as a different lifeform in a
different way as all of the clearness becomes part
of your natural existence again.

You will also become aware of more of the galactic
beings you work with, because part of the
clearance allows you to see them and to be
participating with them in a greater collaboration for
this clearance and upliftment and reinstatement of
Earth back into its prime position in the galactic field
of existence. Indeed, Earth is part of this quantum
consciousness field of existence.
You may take into you all of this in the way of light.
Light is energy. Light contains information patterns
for you, so you are being informed on a multi level
in this deliverance. Earth, too, is being informed on
multi levels and all of this is being received by the
civilisations present in the dimensions within and
around the planet.
This is all for your assistance and upliftment in this
phase you are experiencing, Beloved. This
concludes my presentation to you in this session

Orem out “

“You are restored to your awareness of being in the
initial receiving space in the Station of Light.
Ulea presenting this to you, surrounding you in this
field of light, energy, information and you will be
feeling already the clearness. Perhaps some of you
have been feeling there has been a cloud lifted off
you. That is the energy, that is the assistance given
to you in this presentation and it will bring into your
understanding the purpose of these sessions –
these multi-dimensional energy presentations
around you.

The continuation of them. If you are visual person,
you might see yourself in this Station here, but you
might also see echoes going back in a spiral,
because that is part of evolution - a spiral - and you
will see multi-levels, the multi changes within the
presentations.
Stabilize yourself in the present in preparation for
all of this to be integrated into your physicality. I
withdraw now

Ulea out “

Lani again speaking, with my gratitude to Ulea and
Orem and all of the Beings in this quantum
consciousness field of existence.
This has been a big shift again, a big clearance, so
you will be understanding this as you now come
back into your physicality, which has been
described to you of what that is – your galactic
energy self in this current humanoid body you have.
Treat it well. Love it well. Accept it well. Accept this
life you have created because you are a creator, but
also accept that you have that ability to change
what needs to be changed and you brought that in
with your energy sphere from your original point of
existence, your point of origin. Take in a deep
breath now and bring your focus back into your
current reality, in your body in the time and place
where you are receiving this on all levels of your
being.
Thank you. This concludes this journey this day
through the Omega Communications Portal. Be
fully grounded, be fully present in that expanded
energy field that is you and it is your energy field
that is recognized by other Beings.
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